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Elvis Presley
21 Easy Songs for Ukulele presents a fantastic selection of songs drawn from classic '50s, '60s and '70s artists. Each piece
is specially arranged for ukulele, in easy keys and with easy chord shapes. Songlist: - Banks Of The Ohio [Traditional] - All
My Loving [The Beatles] - All Shook Up [Elvis Presley] - Blowin' In The Wind [Bob Dylan] - Blue Suede Shoes [Elvis Presley] Bring Me Sunshine [Morecombe & Wise] - Bye Bye Love [The Everly Brothers] - Crocodile Rock [Elton John] - Delilah [Tom
Jones] - Eight Days A Week [The Beatles] - Everyday [Buddy Holly] - Get Back [The Beatles] - I'm A Believer [The Monkees] It's Not Unusual [Tom Jones] - Peggy Sue [Buddy Holly] - Ride A White Swan [T-Rex] - Singing The Blues [Mitchell, Guy] Sloop John B [Traditional] - Sunny Afternoon [The Kinks] - Under The Boardwalk [The Drifters] - You Are My Sunshine
[Norman Blake]

Elvis Presley
Emphasizes careful listening, with an entire chapter devoted to the "Art of Listening" Places Western music in a global
context Clarifies the distinct stylistic features of each historical period, with chapter-end Style Summaries Explores the
contributions of women throughout the ages Considers music of other cultures Includes popular music in historical context
FOR THE TEACHER "Inside the Orchestra Videotape" -- a unique feature, explaining all the instruments and how an
orchestra works, with five featured orchestral works, one from each historical period Annotated Instructor's Edition filled
with helpful classroom suggestions Instructor's Manual with chapter summaries, related readings, tests, and more
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Computerized Test Bank in PC and Mac formats Films for the Humanities historical videotape compiled especially for
"Understanding Music" FOR THE STUDENT "Inside the Orchestra" CD-ROM, explaining all the instruments and how an
orchestra works Companion Website(TM) (www.prenhall.com/yudkin), an on-line study guide for "Understanding Music"
MusicNotes Booklet, containing listening guides from the text with ample room for note taking. FREE with all copies of
"Understanding Music." LISTENING PACKAGES 7-CD Complete Collection with all of the music discussed in "Understanding
Music" (ISBN 0-13-150564-5) 3-CD Student Collection with the main musical selections from the book (ISBN 0-13-150563-7)
Custom Repertoire CD: "Contact your local Prentice Hall representative for details"

Rock 'n' Roll - Guitar Chord Songbook
Million Dollar Quartet’ is the name given to recordings made on Tuesday December 4, 1956 in the Sun Record Studios in
Memphis, Tennessee. The recordings were of an impromptu jam session among Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis, Carl Perkins,
and Johnny Cash.The events of the session. Very few participants survive. Includes interviews with the drummer and the
sound engineer. A detailed analysis of the music played – and its relevance to subsequent popular music. The early lives
and careers of the quartet – where they were in 1956. Relevant social and economic factors which meant that a massive
audience of young people were keenly looking for a new kind of music they could call their own. The “reunions” of surviving
members of the quartet. The emergence of the tapes, first on bootleg and then on legitimate CDs. The genesis of the stage
show and its reception – the enduring appeal of the music.

Little Richard
Our Own Sweet Sounds: a Celebration of Popular Music in Arkansas - 2nd Ed. (p)
A powerful collection of novellas by four leading African-American women writers, each tackling the terror of domestic
violence. In Other People’s Skin, Tracy Price-Thompson and TaRessa Stovall, along with writers Elizabeth Atkins and Desiree
Cooper, took on intra-racial prejudice. The second book in their successful Sister4Sister Empowerment Series once again
offers hope and healing, this time from the nightmare of abuse. In Desiree Cooper’s Breakin’ It Down, a highly successful
talk show host, haunted by the abandonment and self-loathing she felt as a child, is shocked to find herself inflicting the
same abuse she experienced on her seven-year-old daughter. Tracy Price-Thompson’s Brotherly Love goes deep into the
disturbing relationship between a beautiful, accomplished teenage girl and the seemingly dutiful brother who raised her
after their parents’ death. TaRessa Stovall’s Breakin’ Dishes reveals the turmoil behind the scenes of a picture-perfect
marriage as an angry wife beats her cheating husband. And in Elizabeth Atkins’s The Wrong Side of Mr. Right, an outwardly
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beaming bride-to-be comes to terms with the inner turmoil brought on by her emotionally abusive fiancé. In all four
novellas, redemption and hope appear when a pair of blue suede shoes enters each woman’s life, helping her to overcome
her challenges and stop the cycle of abuse. A raw, engaging, and enlightening collection from beginning to end, My Blue
Suede Shoes is as informative as it is entertaining.

21 Easy Songs for Ukulele
Every generation faces unique challenges. The first-century Church had Caesar’s lions and the Colosseum. And, while it
might seem like an unlikely comparison, the challenge of living with popular culture may well be as serious as persecution
was for the saints of old. Today we witness the tremendous power of pop culture to set the pace and priorities of our lives.
We simply cannot afford to be indifferent about culture’s influence—nor can we escape it, glibly condemn it, or Christianize
it. Cultural expert Ken Myers helps us to engage pop culture from a historical and experiential perspective so that we can
live in it with wisdom and discernment.

Elvis Presley: The King of Rock 'n' Roll
You can survive happily as a musician, composer and songwriter in your own local music market! The newly revised and
expanded edition of this book will show you how. It includes detailed analysis of the latest regional music scenes that have
developed; an extensive new section (written by Ron Sobel - vice president of ASCAP in Los Angeles) on opportunities for
musicians and composers in developing and selling music in new mediums including the Internet, Greenhouse Channels,
Theme Parks, and Desk Top Films; info on how music distribution and retailing is changing to meet the challenges of the
21st century; and many more essential tips. Also features a new appendix and a helpful Resources section after each
chapter.

All Music Guide
CULTURE IDENTITY IN AMERICA is a part of a ground-breaking new series, the National Geographic Learning Reader Series.
This series brings learning to life by featuring compelling images, media and text from National Geographic. Through this
engaging content, students develop a clearer understanding of the world around them. Published in a variety of subject
areas, the National Geographic Learning Reader Series connects key topics to authentic examples and can be used in
conjunction with most standard texts or online materials available for your courses. Access to an eBook included with each
reader. The fifteen articles gathered in this single-themed reader offer an exceptionally direct entree to issues surrounding
identity and culture in the 21st-century United States. As the National Geographic Society's writers and photographers
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investigate the physical and cultural characteristics of specific locations throughout the country, they put faces on forces of
assimilation, diversification, and make the multifarious realities of globalization palpable, concrete. Introducing readers to
people and customs that may seem foreign, they shed new light on familiar American themes as well. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Jimi Hendrix: The Complete Guide to His Music
A lavishly illustrated, in-depth look at 100 of the most influential popular songs of the 20th century, with information on the
singers, songwriters and sessions. 160 illustrations.

Ray Davies
A story of love in the 1960's, when two young people found each other. The comedy, passion, and wonder of that first love
that never quite leaves the heart.

The Foundations of Rock
From the New York Times bestselling author—the shooting script to his award-winning film, with an original Introduction and
vivid stills from the movie. Jenny is a 16-year-old girl stifled by the tedium of adolescence; she can’t wait for her
sophisticated adult life to begin. One rainy day her suburban existence is upended by the arrival of David, a much older
suitor who introduces her to a glittering new world of concerts, art, smoky bars, urban nightlife, and his glamorous friends,
replacing her traditional education with his own version. It could be her awakening—or her undoing. This edition of Hornby’s
adapted screenplay, which includes stills from the film, is a perfect accompaniment to the highly anticipated movie, which
stars Carey Mulligan as Jenny, Peter Sarsgaard, Emma Thompson, Dominic Cooper, and Alfred Molina. It is a must-have for
fans of Hornby’s novels, featuring his signature pitch-perfect dialogue, mordant wit, and the resonant humanity of his
writing. Watch a Video

Three Chord Songs - Guitar Chord Songbook
Providing readers with an insight into how music makes magic, this straightforward, accessible volume provides
explanations of how music works, why it has such a special power and provides an overview of the history of Western music
from the Middle Ages to the present day by focusing on great masterpieces of music from all periods. The volume outlines
the art of listening and combines straightforward explanations of technical matters with graduated listening guides of a
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single attractive piece of music.The author examines the elements of music, music around the world, from the Middle Ages:
400-1400, the Renaissance: 1400-1600, and the Baroque Era: 1600-1750, to the Classic Era: 1750-1800, Beethoven, the
Nineteenth century and the classical and jazz scenes of the Twentieth Century.For those interested in music appreciation.

From Movie City to Music City, USA
First Published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

The Man Called CASH
Arranged in sixteen musical categories, provides entries for twenty thousand releases from four thousand artists, and
includes a history of each musical genre.

Music 109
Composer and performer Alvin Lucier brings clarity to the world of experimental music as he takes the reader through more
than a hundred groundbreaking musical works, including those of Robert Ashley, John Cage, Charles Ives, Morton Feldman,
Philip Glass, Pauline Oliveros, Steve Reich, Christian Wolff, and La Monte Young. Lucier explains in detail how each piece is
made, unlocking secrets of the composers’ style and technique. The book as a whole charts the progress of American
experimental music from the 1950s to the present, covering such topics as indeterminacy, electronics, and minimalism, as
well as radical innovations in music for the piano, string quartet, and opera. Clear, approachable and lively, Music 109 is
Lucier’s indispensable guide to late 20th-century composition. No previous musical knowledge is required, and all readers
are welcome.

Music and Tourism
What is rock? This book offers a new and systematic approach to understanding rock by applying sociological concepts in a
historical context. Deena Weinstein, a rock critic, journalist, and academic, starts by outlining an original approach to
understanding rock, explaining how the form has developed through a complex and ever-changing set of relations between
artists, fans, and mediators. She then traces the history of rock in America through its distinctive eras, from rock's
precursors to rock in the digital age. The book includes suggested listening lists to accompany each chapter, a detailed
filmography of movies about rock, and a wide range of visuals and fascinating anecdotes. Never separating rock music from
the social, political, economic, and cultural changes in America's history, Rock'n America provides a comprehensive
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overview of the genre and a new way of appreciating its place in American society.

A Century of American Popular Music
(Guitar Chord Songbook). 80 rock 'n' roll classics in one convenient collection with guitar chords and lyrics for each.
Includes: All Shook Up * At the Hop * Barbara Ann * Blue Suede Shoes * Chantilly Lace * Crying * Duke of Earl * Great Balls
of Fire * Heartbreak Hotel * I Get Around * In My Room * It's My Party * Kansas City * La Bamba * The Loco-Motion * Lonely
Street * My Boyfriend's Back * Peggy Sue * Return to Sender * Rock Around the Clock * Runaway * Sea of Love * Sincerely *
Stand by Me * Surfin' U.S.A. * Teen Angel * Willie and the Hand Jive * and more.

See You at the Hall
This is a comprehensive introduction to the inner workings of rock music. Everett takes readers through all aspects of the
music and its lyrics, leading fans and listeners to new insights and new ways to develop their own interpretations of the
aural landscapes of their lives.

National Geographic Learning Reader: Cultural Identity in America
(Ukulele). Over 400 songs packed into one convenient songbook that lets you play all the songs you've ever wanted to,
including: All Shook Up * Blowin' in the Wind * California Dreamin' * Don't Worry, Be Happy * Edelweiss * Free Fallin' *
Georgia on My Mind * Hallelujah * Hey, Soul Sister * Hotel California * Imagine * Jambalaya * Kokomo * Lean on Me *
Margaritaville * Over the Rainbow * Proud Mary * Que Sera, Sera * Rolling in the Deep * Singin' in the Rain * Stand by Me *
Tears in Heaven * Ukulele Lady * Viva La Vida * What a Wonderful World * Your Cheatin' Heart * Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah * and
hundreds more! Includes chord grids for soprano, concert and tenor ukuleles.

Discover Music
The indispensable consumers' guide to the music of Jimi Hendrix, now widely acclaimed as the most gifted instrumentalist
in the history of rock.An album by album, track by track, run-down of all music recorded and released by Hendrix, from his
earliest American Recordings through the Jimi Hendrix Experience to the many posthumous releases. Features includeAn
album by album, track by track analysis of Hendrix's best workInformation on when and where the music was recordedA
rundown on expoitative recordings that are best avoidedA track index for easy referenceSixteen page colour section
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Blue Suede Shoes
Songlist - All Shook Up; Always On My Mind; An American Trilogy; Are You Lonesome Tonight?; A Big Hunk O' Love; Blue
Christmas; Blue Suede Shoes; Bossa Nova Baby; Burning Love; Can't Help Falling In Love; Crying In The Chapel; Don't; Don't
Be Cruel (To A Heart That's True); Don't Cry Daddy; Good Luck Charm; Hard Headed Woman; Heartbreak Hotel; His Latest
Flame; Hound Dog; I Feel So Bad; I Forgot To Remember To Forget; I Got Stung; I Need Your Love Tonight; I Want You, I
Need You, I Love You; I'm A Roustabout; If I Can Dream; In The Ghetto (The Vicious Circle); It's Now Or Never; Jailhouse
Rock; Kentucky Rain; King Creole; Little Sister; Love Me; Love Me Tender; Loving You; Mean Woman Blues Memories; A
Mess Of Blues; Moody Blue; One Night; Return To Sender; Rock-A-Hula Baby Rubberneckin'; She's Not You; Stuck On You;
Surrender; Suspicious Minds; (Let Me Be Your) Teddy Bear; That's All Right; The Promised Land; Too Much; Treat Me Nice;
Trouble; Viva Las Vegas; Way Down; Wear My Ring Around Your Neck; The Wonder Of You; You Don't Have To Say You Love
Me; You're The Devil In Disguise.

Elvis Presley
A photographic collection that provides an all-access pass to the personal and professional world of Elvis Presley, as
photographed by Thom Gilbert, whose stunning photos of Elvis artifacts reveal the man behind the legend. Behind-thescenes images of Elvis's personal memorabilia, jewelry, clothing, and cars, plus interior images from his homes and
birthplace are paired with portraits of friends, fellow musicians, co-stars, and fans, whose memories and anecdotes create a
remarkable picture of this extremely generous and talented man.

The Blue Moon Boys
This book is a lyrical, scholarly exploration of the connection between one family's musical traditions and its rural
community of Zion, Arkansas. In 1959, three Gilbert sisters--Alma, Helen, and Phydella--began compiling songs they
remembered as their own and sending them to one another in letters. Their tendency to center memory in sound rather
than sight reveals an unusual musical birthright. Robert Cochran has constructed a composite portrait of this family for
whom music is the center of life. He examines their lived experience as they anchor their history through song, singing, and
the playing of musical instruments. The Gilberts are wonderful exemplars of the "mediation of oral tradition," and when
approached through their music, they reveal themselves as remarkable individuals with an elaborate and firmly held sense
of their unique identities. A decade in the making, Singing in Zion is written with a memoirist's sense of family history and
an ethnographer's sense of the rich encounter of worlds. This narrative has a seductive simplicity that conveys much of the
Gilbert family's charm while at the same time establishing a broader framework that is firmly academic. It will be enjoyed
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by all readers.

Understanding Music
Boasting never-before-told stories of life on the road with a young Elvis, this comprehensive guide to Elvis' band gives an
insider's view of how the band worked with him onstage, in the studio, and in movies, and features the first comprehensive
look at their post-Presley lives and careers. Band members Scotty Moore, D. J. Fontana, and Bill Black created the Sun
sound with Elvis, which has influenced such legendary performers as Ringo Starr, George Harrison, John Fogerty, and
Charlie Watts. Based on interviews with Moore, Fontana, and the family of the late Bill Black, this resource provides firsthand insights that have never before seen print, as well as several previously unpublished photographs. Extensive coverage
of the entire history of the band makes this book is a must for Elvis fans, rockabilly aficionados, and anyone interested in
the early history of rock 'n' roll.

Blue Suede Shoes
Popular Music Theory, Grade 1
Deep in the woods of Wisconsin, little Mary Martin has been missing for five weeks. Meanwhile, city girl Clare Paxton thinks
she’s destined for boredom when she returns home to Danfield, Wisconsin, to care for her lonely mother. But when a little
girl goes missing, leaving only her tiny blue shoes behind in the dark northern forest, Clare can’t idly stand by as local
police fumble the case. Handsome police chief Jared Grady seems far more interested in keeping watch on Clare’s meddling
than searching for the girl, and no one in town seems to care that there could be a kidnapper in their midst—or worse. Why
would the townspeople of Danfield allow little Mary’s case go cold? As Clare’s investigation heats up, she discovers more
than she might have hoped about her small-town neighbors. And she may be Mary Martin’s only hope of returning home
safe and sound.

Popular Song
A brilliant new biography of the extraordinary, outrageous performer who helped open the floodgates of Rock 'n' Roll. In
June, 2007, Little Richard's 1955 Specialty Records single, "Tutti Frutti," topped Mojo magazine's list of "100 Records That
Changed the World." But back in the early 1950s, nobody gave Little Richard a second glance. It was a time in America
where the black and white worlds had co-existed separately for nearly two centuries. After "Tutti Frutti," Little Richard
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began garnering fans from both sides of the civil rights divide. He brought black and white youngsters together on the
dance floor and even helped to transform race relations. Little Richard: The Birth of Rock 'n' Roll begins by grounding the
reader in the fertile soil from which Little Richard's music sprang. In Macon, Georgia, David Kirby interviews relatives and
local characters, who knew Little Richard way back when, citing church and family as his true inspiration. His antics began
as early as grade school, performing for his classmates every time the teacher would leave the room, connecting to an ageold American show biz tradition of charade and flummery. On the road, Little Richard faced competition from his peers,
honing his stage show and making it, too, an act that could not be counterfeited. Kirby sees Little Richard as a foxy warrior,
fighting with skill and cunning to take his place among the greats. In the words of Keith Richards (on hearing "Tutti Frutti"
for the first time), "it was as though the world changed suddenly from monochrome to Technicolor." Those sentiments have
consistently been echoed by the music-listening world, and the time is ripe for a reassessment of Little Richard's genius and
legacy.

The Million Dollar Quartet
NOW UPDATED WITH A NEW EPILOGUE In the summer of 1964, aged twenty, Ray Davies led the Kinks to fame with their
number one hit ‘You Really Got Me’. Within months, they were established among the pop elite, swamped by fans and fast
becoming renowned for the rioting at their gigs. But Ray’s journey from working-class Muswell Hill to the Rock ’n’ Roll Hall
of Fame was tumultuous in the extreme, featuring breakdowns, bitter lawsuits, spectacular punch-ups and a ban from
entering the USA. His relationship with his brother Dave is surely the most ferocious and abusive in music history. Based on
countless interviews conducted over several decades, this richly detailed and revelatory biography presents the most frank
and intimate portrait yet of Ray Davies.

Blue Suede News
This Illustrated Limited Edition hardback book provides an insight into the unique journey of one of the most significant
cultural icons of the 20th century Elvis Presley Follow the authoritative text charting the career of the man they call the
King of Rock and Roll . We follow Presley from his carefree beginnings at Sun records to global

Singing in Zion: Music and Song in the Life of an Arkansas Family (p)
Reviews and rates the best recordings of country artists and groups, provides biographies of the artists, and charts the
evolution of country music
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Postmodern Music/postmodern Thought
Rock'n America
Music and Tourism is the first book to comprehensively examine the links between travel and music. It combines
contemporary and historical analysis of the economic and social impact of music tourism, with discussions of the cultural
politics of authenticity and identity. Music tourism evokes nostalgia and meaning, and celebrates both heritage and
hedonism. It is a product of commercialisation that can create community, but that also often demands artistic
compromise. Diverse case studies, from the USA and UK to Australia, Jamaica and Vanuatu, illustrate the global extent of
music tourism, its contradictions and pleasures.

All God's Children and Blue Suede Shoes (With a New Introduction / Redesign)
Put on your blue suede shoes and get ready for another addition to the Who Was…? series! The King could not have come
from humbler origins: Born in Tupelo, Mississippi, during the Depression, he grew up with the blues music of the rural South,
the gospel music of local churches, and the country-western classics. But he forged a sound all his own—and a look that
was all his own, too. With curled lip, swiveling hips, and greased pompadour, Elvis changed popular music forever, ushering
in the age of rock and roll. Geoff Edgers’s fascinating biography of this icon of American pop culture includes black andwhite illustrations on nearly every spread.

Making a Living in Your Local Music Market
If you're interested in working in movies or making music and you were not privileged to be born the son or daughter of an
already established named actor, writer, or musician that can open the door for you, then this book is your guide. Should
you decide to take that leap from the normal to what everyone else considers the abnormal career choice the advice in this
book can not only save you months and years of getting that first background artist job, but can also save you hundreds
and thousands of dollars that you do not need to spend in pursuit of the entertainment industry as a career. Consider this
book a basic training manual, a no punches pulled guide to the obstacles that you are guaranteed to face while pursuing
entertainment as the industry of your choice. The main focus of this book is to educate those that wish to pursue show
business regardless of one's area of interest within the performing arts, whether one wants to be an actor, or writer,
producer or director, songwriter or recording artist. They all have one ugly thing in common and that is the con-artist. They
will promise you the world just to empty the contents of your wallet and bank account. They will prey upon your dreams so
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that their gain is your nightmare. Let this book be your shield for those that will use unscrupulous and unethical tactics
against you. While pursuing the entertainment industry as a career, you will also be confronted with more obstacles, walls,
and closed doors, that will be just as disappointing as getting ripped off. One thing you will find is that if you can't handle
rejection and do not have thick skin then the entertainment industry definitely isn't for you. However if you can keepgetting
back on that horse no matter how many times it throws you then this book will help you keep dusting yourself off and
staying in the saddle. Consider me as your wagon master guiding you through dangerous territory, with all of its
unpleasantness and uncertainties, although I can't guarantee the success of your journey through show business, as can no
one, I can at least point you in the right direction so you won't be lured off the beaten path by the bandits that hide and
wait for you. There will be those that will tell you that you will not succeed, but in my opinion if your only goal is to work in
movies and you only work as a movie extra then you have succeeded, as success itself has many levels and one has to
start somewhere. Trust me some of today's big names were also once told, "go home you'll never make it" and now they
have a net worth of over $600,000,000.00. You may never become the $600,000,000.00 man or woman but no matter,
follow your heart do what you love and love what you do.

All Music Guide to Country
(Guitar Chord Songbook). Provides guitar chords and lyrics for a huge selection of great, easy-to-play pop songs 65 in all!
Includes: All Apologies * All Right Now * Barbara Ann * Candle in the Wind * Gloria * La Bamba * Lay Down Sally * Mony,
Mony * Rock Around the Clock * Rock This Town * Werewolves of London * You Are My Sunshine * and dozens more.

Who Was Elvis Presley?
These essays on postmodernism and music include topics such as the importance of technology and marketing in
postmodern music, the appropriation and reworking of Western music by non-Western bands, and issues of music and race

Pearls for Laura
Johnny Cash is one of the most influential figures in music and American popular culture today. While he was an icon to
people of all ages during his life, Cash's legacy continues after his death. His remarkable story is captured in this exclusive
authorized biography, addressing the whole life of Johnny Cash-not just his unforgettable music but also his relationship
with June Carter Cash and his faith in Christ. His authenticity, love for God and family, and unassuming persona are what
Steve Turner captures with passion and focus in this inspiring book. Different from other books written about him, The Man
Called CASH brings Cash's faith and love for God into the foreground and tells the story of a man redeemed, without
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watering-down or sugar-coating. The Man Called CASH will be a huge success with his millions of fans and will draw in many
new fans with this inspiring story of faith and redemption.

An Education
This book is part of an unrivalled series that is designed specifically for students of 'popular' music. Studying this series will
enable you to gain internationally recognized qualifications that are equivalent in stature to those available in the classical
music education field. As well as helping you to pass the London College of Music grade examinations in popular music
theory, the series will help you improve your musicianship (whether or not you intend to take an examination). All topics are
covered in a way that is directly relevant to the music you play, with the focus very much upon how to apply theoretical
knowledge in a practical music-making context. Regardless of which instrument you play and whichever style of popular
music you like, if you have any interest in learning about the musical foundations of popular music - then this series is for
you!Learn More About RGT.

Ukulele Fake Book
(Music Minus One). All that's missing are your vocals! 10 timeless classics from "The King" Sheeran are presented in this
book which includes the lyrics, vocal lines and piano accompaniments for each song, plus online audio tracks containing
demos for listening, and separate backing tracks so you can sing along. Songs include: All Shook Up * Blue Suede Shoes *
Can't Help Falling in Love * Don't Be Cruel (To a Heart That's True) * Hound Dog * It's Now or Never * Jailhouse Rock * Love
Me Tender * Return to Sender * Suspicious Minds.

My Blue Suede Shoes
An engaging look at Boston's golden era of Irish traditional music
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